Permission denied to admin but not to other users on upgrade from 3.3 to 4.1

I upgraded one of my subdomains from tikiwiki 3.3 to tikiwiki 4.1. After the upgrade admin can login but with an error message "Permission denied. You cannot view this page."

For other users it seems functioning alright. Only admin can do nothing.

Outdated - appears to be fixed in later versions.

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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**sylvie** 19 Dec 09 11:35 GMT-0000

- Check the admin group has the perm tiki_p_admin.
- Check the user are assigned to this group
- Clear the cache
- Logout/Login

A bug with minichat module loosing admin perms will be fixed soon.

**gyanpathak** 20 Dec 09 08:21 GMT-0000

I have resolved the problem by firstly assigning all the permissions to Group Admins in 3.3 and then assigned admin to the Group Admins. After that I upgraded it to 4.1. Having installed thus there is no problem.

**Philippe Cloutier** 17 Jan 10 19:32 GMT-0000

On which Tiki version was this Tiki originally installed?

**eddiem.com** 13 May 10 02:56 GMT-0000

I have the same problem at nerdipedia.com

This is was a version 1.XX site I've been upgrading regularly. I can't do anything as admin. It isn't just not being able to admin - I can't do anything - I can't even view public pages,galleries etc.

I have the problem on multiple sites.

**Bernard TREMBLAY** 06 Jun 10 01:30 GMT-0000

Same problem reported one month ago in dev chatter, noticed again by sylvieg.

Site upgraded from 3.1 to 4.1. and later 4.2
The solution found by gyanpathak is probably a right one, but what to do if data's had been upgraded by other users before that admin should met and find the solution of the problem. I have upgraded from 3.3 to 4.1 and 4.2 but not had time to take care of administration... and I had not found this thread before...

Now the need is to have a script to update the database by SQL queries.

Help sylvieg

nota: The proposal of 12/19/09 don't give results

eddiam.com 24 Jul 10 02:02 GMT-0000

I seems like tiki-5 will resolve this problem.
Unfortunately those of us using fantastico are still back at version 4.3
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